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In-stream hydrokinetic turbines have the potential to produce a signiﬁcant amount of clean energy from
river and tidal currents. This study investigates for the ﬁrst time the effects of ﬂow depth on the wake
behavior downstream of a horizontal axis hydrokinetic turbine. The far wake velocity deﬁcit did not
exhibit the symmetric Gaussian proﬁle often found downstream of wind turbines. The ﬂow conﬁnement
in an open channel causes the wake to recover more slowly compared to wind tunnel studies with
deeper boundary layers. Our results show that with the same local mean kinetic energy, from which the
turbine is able to extract energy, a greater total mean kinetic energy in the ﬂow affects the rate of wake
recovery. It is observed that for a deeper ﬂow, the mean velocity recovers more rapidly and the turbulence intensity recovers more slowly. In addition to turbulence intensity and thrust coefﬁcient, the ratio
of the ﬂow depth to the turbine diameter ðH=DÞ is shown to be an important parameter related to the
wake recovery rate. This parameter represents the amount of total incoming mean kinetic energy
available for the turbine wake recovery and is much lower for hydrokinetic turbines compared to wind
turbines.
© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Globally, hydropower is the dominant source of renewable energy relative to wind, biomass, solar, and geothermal [1], however,
building new dams is rarely considered due to environmental impacts and high costs (e.g. Ref. [2]. In-stream hydrokinetic turbines
are attractive, and more environmental-friendly compared to
traditional hydropower generation. The available resource in the
USA is 334 TWh per year for tidal streams [3], 163 TWh per year for
ocean currents [4] and 120 TWh per year for riverine ﬂows [5].
However, negligible amounts of this energy have been developed.
There have been extensive studies on the ﬂuid dynamics of wind
turbines using numerical simulation (e.g. Refs. [6,7], as well as
laboratory (e.g. Ref. [8,9]; and ﬁeld experiments (e.g. Refs. [10,11].
The rotor design of horizontal-axis hydrokinetic turbines is similar
to that of wind turbines (e.g. Refs. [12,13], with an additional design
criteria required to avoid cavitation (e.g. Ref. [14]. Hydrokinetic
turbine research can beneﬁt from similar studies noting the major
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difference between that of wind turbine and in-stream turbine
ﬂows is the limited depth of the ﬂow within rivers and tidal
channels. This ﬂow constraint can affect the behavior of the wake
behind the turbine, delaying wake recovery [15,16], and affecting
turbine performance (e.g. Refs. [17,18].
It may be beneﬁcial to deploy turbines in arrays instead of single
devices. However, in order to better understand the ﬂuid dynamics
of a turbine array we must understand the ﬂow dynamics of a
single turbine wake, since it is the incoming ﬂow for a downstream
turbine [19,20]. Ideally the next turbine in an array would be placed
at a location downstream where the wake behind the upstream
turbine has signiﬁcantly recovered to the incoming ﬂow. Wake
recovery is important because the power extracted by a turbine
scales with the cube of the mean stream-wise incoming velocity at
hub height, Uhub (e.g. Ref. [21]. The power is given by

1
P ¼ CP rAD Uhub 3 ;
2

(1)

where r and AD represent the ﬂuid density and the rotor area
respectively and CP is the power coefﬁcient representing how much
of the available power is extracted by the turbine.
Previous studies [22,23] have shown that the wake of a model
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turbine can mimic that of a full-scale turbine if the design of the
model follows certain similarity principles. In particular, to represent wake features of the ﬂow, the model should have similar thrust
and rotational characteristics. Dynamics similarity is represented
by the thrust coefﬁcient

CT ¼

T
2
1 rA U
D hub
2

;

(2)

where T is the thrust force applied to the turbine. Kinematic similarity is represented by the tip speed ratio ðTSRÞ, deﬁned as the
ratio of the velocity at the tip of the turbine blade to the mean
stream-wise hub-height velocity of the incoming ﬂow,

TSR ¼

Ru
;
Uhub

(3)

where R and u are the rotor radius and the rotational frequency,
respectively.
The wake recovery at any location downstream of a turbine can
be characterized by the velocity deﬁcit deﬁned as the portion of the
incoming ﬂow velocity decreased at any point within the wake
ðDU=UInflow Þ. Performing laboratory experiments with a model
turbine inside an open channel ﬂow, Chamorro et al. [16] found that
the velocity deﬁcit decreases by increasing the TSR. Wind turbine
studies have stated that increasing CT leads to larger velocity deﬁcit
(e.g. Refs. [11,24]. However, experimental results of Myers & Bahaj
[22] within the range of 0:61 < CT < 0:94 showed that beyond a
distance of approximately 10 rotor diameters downstream of the
turbine, the effects of thrust coefﬁcient on the velocity deﬁcit may
be negligible and the wake recovery does not depend on CT . Typical
values of CT and TSR fall in a range between 0.6-0.89 and 5e8,
respectively for full-scale wind turbines at their peak performance
(e.g. Ref. [24].
Previous studies (e.g. Ref. [25,26]; have shown that for constant
values of CT , TSR, and water depth, the turbulence intensity of the
incoming ﬂow,

Iu ¼

su
Uhub

;

(4)

is another critical parameter affecting how rapidly the wake of an
in-stream turbine recovers. Here su is the root mean square of the
perturbation stream-wise velocity ðu0 Þ, which ﬂuctuates around the
mean velocity (i.e. u0 ¼ u  U). Their ﬁndings showed that higher
incoming turbulence intensity leads to a greater spatial recovery
rate for both velocity and turbulence intensity of the wake.
Although, higher turbulence intensity helps with more rapid wake
recovery, it can also lead to a higher risk of failure due to fatigue
loading of various turbine structural and drive-train components
including the blades and bearings [24].
Due to existence of a free surface near the turbine rotor, Bahaj
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
et al. [15] suggested scaling the Froude number ðFr ¼ U= gH Þ in
order to take into account the gravitational effects. Here, H is the
ﬂow depth and g is the gravitational acceleration. They also suggested that as long as the ﬂow lies within the same turbulent
classiﬁcation as natural ﬂows, the Reynolds number scaling is not
required. Chamorro et al. [8] showed that the mean velocity values
at the wake of a model wind turbine will reach Reynolds number
independence at Re ¼ UD=nz48000 while the higher order statistics (e.g. turbulence intensity) become Re- independent at
Rez93000.
Bahaj et al. [15] investigated the effects of boundary proximity
on the wake of an in-stream hydrokinetic turbine and showed that
the closer the turbine is located to the bed, the slower the wake will
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recover. However, they maintained the same incoming ﬂow conditions, which resulted in variation of the incoming hub height
velocity, turbulence intensity, CT and TSR for each of the experiments. Therefore, their results consider these additional effects as
well as the boundary proximity on the wake behavior. The effects of
boundary proximity were also investigated by Kolekar & Banerjee
[17] where they showed that the farther the turbine is located from
the bed the better performance it will have in terms of thrust and
power coefﬁcients. However, when a turbine is too close to the free
surface, the free surface will be deformed and will strongly interact
with the wake, leading to reduction in turbine performance. They
kept the same ﬂow depth and velocity in their simulations and
changed the turbine distance from the free surface. The effects of
boundary proximity on the wake recovery were not investigated in
their work.
Blockage ratio, B (the ratio of the turbine swept area to the
channel cross section area) is also an important parameter which
can affect turbine performance. Increasing blockage has been
shown to lead to greater thrust and power coefﬁcients
[27e29,17,30]. This is crucial to take into account, particularly for
tidal turbine arrays since they typically operate in water depths of
1.5e3 turbine diameter (D) with lateral rotor distance varying between 1:5D and 5D, leading to blockage ratio as high as 34% [31].
Different methods have been suggested to correct theoretical estimates of CT and CP based on the blockage ratio (e.g.
Refs. [27,28,32]. For values of B less than 10%, the blockage effects
have been shown to be insigniﬁcant [17,18].
In tidal and rivers channels, variable water depth is typical and
therefore must be considered for the operation of hydrokinetic
power plants. However, not much is known about the effect of
water depth on the performance and wake dynamics of an instream hydrokinetic turbine. In the present study we match all
the incoming ﬂow characteristics and independently investigate
the effects of depth variations on the behavior of the wake behind a
single model in-stream hydrokinetic turbine. In x2 the details of the
experimental setup are explained. The results and discussion are
presented in x3, followed by conclusions in x4.
2. Experimental setup
The experiments were performed in the Kennedy Flume, which
is a 30 m long, 90 cm wide and 35 cm deep recirculating water
channel located at the IIHR e Hydroscience & Engineering. The
ﬂume walls are transparent allowing non-intrusive laser based
velocity measurements. A TSI, Inc. Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
system, including Innova 70c series Ion laser and a two-component
83 mm diameter probe with 75 mm focal length was used to
measure single-point instantaneous stream-wise (uÞ and vertical
(w) water velocity components. The probe was attached to a
vertically-oriented Velmex slide mounted on a rail traverse to
measure velocity proﬁles at any location along the ﬂume. The
proﬁle measurements were conducted at the centerline of the
ﬂume with vertical resolution of 5 mm. The model turbine was
located 26 m downstream of the entrance section of the ﬂume,
allowing for a fully-developed boundary layer at the inﬂow of the
turbine.
The turbine rotor was designed using Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory (e.g. Ref. [21] following the methodology
described in Pournazeri et al. [12]. A three-blade, 10 cm-diameter
rotor was designed using an MHKF1-180 hydrofoil [14] and manufactured using three-dimensional (3D) printing. The turbine was
designed for a homogeneous incoming ﬂow of 0.45 m/s to have
thrust (CT ) and power (CP ) coefﬁcients of 0.88 and 0.46, respectively. Chord length and twist angle distributions of the turbine
blade versus the distance from the center of the turbine hub are
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for the measurements, which provided the same measurement
coverage as above for the streamwise velocity components, but
interference with the channel frame allowed us to measure vertical
velocity only as close as 15 mm from the bed and 10 mm from the
free surface. Time series data for each point of the proﬁles were
collected over 10 min, which ensured the mean velocity converge
to constant value at each measurement point.
In order to visualize the wake dynamics behind the turbine for
each experiment, ﬂuorescent dyes were injected in front of the
turbine at top-tip (Fluorescein dye) and bottom-tip (Rhodamine
dye) levels. Images were acquired using a GoPro HERO4 BLACK at
120 Hz frame rate within a ﬁeld of view extending to x ¼
5Ddownstream of the turbine.
Fig. 1. Chord length and twist angle of the turbine blade versus the distance from the
center of the hub.

3. Results and discussion
plotted in Fig. 1. The turbine rotor was connected to a low resistance
mini DC generator attached to a vertical rod (Fig. 2). The hub height
(zhub ) was 6 cm, consistent with zhub =D ¼ 0:6 of the turbines
planned for the Rite Project at the East River, New York City [33]. An
Omegadyne 10 lb load cell was connected to a 6 mm diameter
vertical rod to measure the thrust force of the turbine, allowing for
direct measurements of CT in the experiments. The center of the
load cell was located above the free surface and 10 cm above the
rotor hub. Part of the mounting rod was submerged in the water
(1.5 cm, 3.5 cm and 5 cm for experiments 1, 2 and 3 respectively).
Drag force associated with each submerged length of the rod was
separately measured using the same cross section rod and was
subtracted from the total force in calculating CT . The rotational
frequency (rpm) of the rotor was measured using a digital laser
Tachometer. TSR was calculated based on an average of 10 min of
rpm data.
Three sets of experiments were performed for different depths
of H ¼ 125mm, 145mmand 160mm. We avoided the effects of
secondary ﬂows, which have been found to signiﬁcantly inﬂuence
the ﬂow at the center of a ﬂume if H > 0:2W (i.e. H > 180mm for the
Kennedy ﬂume) [34], where W is the width of the ﬂume. The pump
frequency was adjusted to achieve the same Uhub z0:45 m=s for all
three experiments. Velocity proﬁles were collected for the
incoming ﬂow (with no turbine present in the ﬂow) as well as at
streamwise
positions,
x ¼ 0:5D; 0:5D; 2D; 3D; 5D; 7D; 10D; 15D; 20D and 25D in
relation to the rotor location (Fig. 2). Because the laser beams
converge at a certain angle, the probe was tilted around the horizontal axis to be able to collect vertical velocity near the bed as well
as the free surface of the ﬂow. This was done by tilting the probe
four degrees downward for the lower half and upward for the
upper half of the ﬂow depth, starting from 5 mm above the bed and
5 mm from the free surface. This procedure was only done for the
incoming ﬂow proﬁles where data was collected over 20 min for
each point. For the other proﬁles the probe was mounted horizontal

The experimental results are presented in Table 1 where the hub
height turbulence intensity values match, and in addition, CT and
TSR values are within the same range as that for the full-scale,
operating wind turbines (e.g. Refs. [11,24]. Hence the wakes in
the present experiments are expected to behave similarly to the
full-scale turbines (e.g. Ref. [23]. It should be noted that Uhub ,
representative of the incoming velocity across the turbine rotor, has
been used to calculate CT . By matching the above-mentioned parameters for all experiments, the present study will only focus on
the effects of water depth change on the wake behavior of a hydrokinetic in-stream turbine.
Froude number for the 125 mm, 145 mm and 160 mm deep experiments are 0.41, 0.38 and 0.36, respectively, representing
subcritical ﬂows and larger than typical for natural ﬂows (Fr < 0:2 ;
[35]. Reynold number for all of the experiments based on the rotor
diameter and streamwise velocity at the hub is 45000, which is
close to the 48000 limit mentioned by Chamorro et al. [8] for
Reynold number independence of the mean velocities. However, it
is lower than the 93000 threshold for Reynold number independence of turbulence intensity. In addition the ratio of depth to
turbine diameter (H=D) is 1.25, 1.4 and 1.6 for the present experiments, two of which are lower than the minimum value of 1.5
applied for full-scale tidal turbines [31]. As mentioned in x1 the
Table 1
Experimental results for three different depths. Here H is the total depth and Uhub
and Ihub represent the mean stream-wise velocity and turbulence intensity of the
incoming ﬂow at the hub height level. The thrust coefﬁcient and tip speed ratio are
shown by CT and TSR respectively. MKE represents the integral of stream-wise mean
kinetic energy along the depth.
H ðmmÞ

U hub ðm=sÞ

I hub

CT

TSR

MKEðm3 =s2 Þ

125
145
160

0.459
0.457
0.455

0.071
0.073
0.073

0.835
0.838
0.843

5.90
5.92
6.05

0.025
0.030
0.033

Fig. 2. Schematic picture of the experiments. x denotes horizontal distance from the turbine.
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main goal of the present study is to investigate the effects of
changes in ﬂow depth on the wake behavior downstream of a
turbine. Hence it is not expected that the magnitude of H=D, Fr or
Re affect the trends observed by changing depth as long as they
maintain the same ﬂow classiﬁcation.

3.1. Turbine performance characteristics
Induction factor, deﬁned as a ¼ 1  Ud =UInflow , represents the
portion of the velocity decrease at the rotor plane [21] where Ud is
the stream-wise velocity at the rotor. Based on the actuator disc
theory, induction factor can be used to calculate thrust coefﬁcient
using CT ¼ 4að1  aÞ and power coefﬁcient using CP ¼ 4að1  aÞ2
[21]. Since it was not possible to measure velocity at the rotor plane
boundary, we interpolate the closest measured velocities upstream
(x ¼  0:5D) and downstream (x ¼ 0:5D) of the turbine to obtain
Ud . Two methods were examined to calculate Ud . In the ﬁrst
method, we used the hub height velocity values at x ¼ 0:5D and
x ¼ 0:5D for interpolation, while in the second method we integrated the velocity along the rotor diameter at those locations as
Z z¼zhubþD=2
Urotoraveraged ¼
Udz. The resulting values were used to
z¼zhubD=2

estimate CT and CP , and are summarized in Table 2. The estimate
using a vertically averaged velocity is in better agreement with the
directly-measured CT based on the thrust force measurements. This
is likely due to large vertical variations of the stream-wise velocity
along the rotor in the near-wake region [36] resulting to induction
factor variations across the rotor diameter [13]. Estimation of CT
and CP can be improved by using plane-averaged velocities, based
on the velocity ﬁeld across the whole turbine rotor plane, to
calculate the induction factor (e.g. Ref. [36].
The blockage ratio is 7%, 6% and 5.5% for the 125 mm, 145 mm
and 160 mm deep experiments, respectively. These values are
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below 10% and therefore no correction is required for estimating CT
and CP [17]. Our results also show no signiﬁcant difference between
measured CT values for blockage ratios between 5.5% and 7%
(Table 1). It should be noted that we did not directly measure the
power coefﬁcient in our experiments, however the BEM analysis of
the rotor resulted in CP of 0.46 which is 28% less than the estimated
values of 0.59 using the actuator disc theory (Table 2). Overall, the
results suggest that averaging the measured velocities across the
rotor is a more reliable method to estimate the thrust coefﬁcient
compared to only using the hub height velocity. This is particularly
useful for situations where the thrust force is not measured directly.
3.2. Flow upstream of the turbine
Fig. 3 (panel a1) shows that the mean stream-wise incoming
velocity proﬁles collapse on the same curves for all three experiments, while the turbulence intensities exhibit small difference
from each other above the hub height level (Fig. 3; panel b1). There
are differences between the incoming ﬂow proﬁles for the vertical
transport (ﬂux) of momentum (i.e. Reynolds stress ¼ u0 w0 Þ and
the vertical transport of mean kinetic energy (u0 w0 U). At any level
above the hub height, these transport characteristics of the
incoming ﬂow are greater for a deeper ﬂow (Fig. 3; panels c1 and
d1). This indicates there is greater transport of momentum and
mean kinetic energy from above the turbine downward for deeper
ﬂow.
Installation of the turbine reduces all the above-mentioned
parameters at x ¼ 0:5D (upstream) of the turbine except for a
slight increase in turbulence intensity near the bed (Fig. 3; row 2).
The turbulence intensity values collapse on the same curve for all
three ﬂow depths upstream of the turbine (Fig. 3; panel b2).
Therefore, the three experiments have the same inﬂow, including
stream-wise velocity and turbulence intensity, in front of the turbine, which are important parameters for predicting the wake

Table 2
Estimations of induction factor (a), thrust (C T ) and power (C P ) coefﬁcients. Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the use of hub height velocity and rotor-averaged velocity respectively in
calculating C T and C P . The errors are in relation to the directly-measured C T values.
Experiment

HðmmÞ

a1

C T1

Error ð%Þ

C P1

a2

C T2

Error ð%Þ

C P2

1
2
3

125
145
160

0.44
0.42
0.51

0.99
0.98
1

19
17
19

0.56
0.56
0.49

0.32
0.33
0.38

0.86
0.89
0.94

3
9
12

0.59
0.59
0.59

Fig. 3. Experimental results for the incoming ﬂow (top row) and ﬂow at 0.5D upstream the turbine (bottom row). Panels a to d respectively demonstrate Horizontal Velocity,
Turbulence Intensity, Reynolds Stress and Mean Kinetic Energy Vertical ﬂux.
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behavior (e.g. Ref. [26]. The only parameter varied between the
three experiments is the ﬂow depth, which results in different
amounts of momentum and kinetic energy transport from the
surface towards the turbine rotor (Fig. 3; Panels c and d).
3.3. The wake of the turbine
Each panel of Fig. 4 shows an average of images acquired over an
8 s recording period where green and orange dye patterns behind
the turbine represent the average extent of streaklines passing
through the top-tip and the bottom-tip of the turbine respectively.
The water surface level decreases immediately downstream of
the turbine with a minimum level at the centerline reducing the
thickness of the bypass ﬂow above the turbine. The surface drop
was more prominent for the shallowest experiment and was
accompanied by a stationary undulating surface deformation

Fig. 4. Streakline pattern at the top-tip (green) and bottom-tip (orange) of the turbine
for three different depths of 125 mm, 145 mm and 160 mm. The turbine rotor is located
at x ¼ 0.

further downstream. Due to close proximity of the top-tip of the
turbine to the free surface for the 125 mm depth experiment, the
turbine wake was affected by the water surface deformations
(Fig. 4; panel a). This phenomenon has been previously observed by
Kolekar & Bnaerjee [17] when the turbine top-tip was close to the
free surface. They showed that the interaction between the turbine
wake and this deformed surface can create a skewed wake and
decreased turbine performance.
Myers & Bahaj [35] showed that the free surface drop downstream of the turbine can lead to formation of a hydraulic jump.
This hydraulic jump has been related to high Froude number of the
ﬂow leading to a supercritical ﬂow downstream of the turbine.
Whether the wavy structure shown on Fig. 4 (panel a) is a manifestation of a submerged hydraulic jump or not requires further
investigation which is beyond the scope of the present paper. The
wake for the 125 mm ﬂow reached the surface by x ¼ 1:2D (x ¼
0:12m, seen in Fig. 4; panel a). Fig. 4 suggests that the wake for the
two deeper ﬂows reach the surface further downstream with
similar rate of wake expansion.
The wake can be further investigated by considering the horizontal velocity proﬁles downstream of the turbine (Fig. 5). The
reduced number of data points near the surface at x ¼ 2D for
H ¼ 125mm in Fig. 5 are due to the disturbances creating a local
drop on the water surface level (x ¼ 0:2 in Fig. 4; panel a). It should
also be noted that our lowest and highest horizontal velocity
measurement points were 5 mm away from the bed and free surface, respectively.
The ﬂow accelerates both under the bottom-tip and above the
top-tip of the turbine for all three depths, however the acceleration
is stronger and closer to the top-tip for the 125 mm ﬂow due to the
thinner bypass ﬂow above the top-tip of the turbine (Fig. 5; x ¼
0:5D). This near surface accelerated ﬂow is more persistent for
deeper ﬂows (up to 3D, 5D and 7D for 125 mm, 145 mm and
160 mm deep ﬂows). This is because it takes longer for the wake to
expand and reach to the surface of a deeper ﬂow (Fig. 4). The wake
reaches the bed by x ¼ 2D for all of the experiments (Fig. 5).
Another signature of the near wake ﬂow at x ¼ 0:5D is the
occurrence of three minima for the velocity proﬁle near the hub
height, top and bottom tips of the turbine (Fig. 5), associated with
the hub and tip vortices shed from the turbine (e.g. Refs. [9,25,37]. It
should be noted that the tip velocity minima show up slightly
above the bottom-tip and below the top-tip levels. This is

Fig. 5. Mean velocity proﬁles of the wake at different locations donstream the turbine. The velocity values are scaled by the hub height velocity Uhub and the height values are scaled
by the hub height. The dashed lines show top tip and bottom tip of the turbine rotor.
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Fig. 6. Turbulence intensity proﬁles of the wake at different locations donstream the turbine. The height values are scaled by the hub height zhub ¼ 0.06 m.

consistent with the location of velocity minima and vorticity rings
observed by Ref. [13]; Fig. 6 therein) and observed by Zhang et al.
(2012, Fig. 3a therein). Another velocity minimum is observed
above the turbine at x ¼ 0:5D for the two deeper ﬂows, which is
associated with the mounting rod (Fig. 5). This is not observed for
the 125 mm ﬂow because the water surface drops to a level lower
than the top-tip just downstream of the rotor. All the abovementioned local velocity defects are diffused by x ¼ 3D (Fig. 5)
beyond which the wake for deeper experiments start to recover
more rapidly than for the shallowest experiment within the rotor
region (Fig. 5; x ¼ 5D). At x ¼ 10D all the wakes are separated with
a faster wake recovery observed for deeper ﬂow.
Figs. 6 and 7, respectively show the turbulence intensity and
Reynolds stress proﬁles downstream of the turbine. Peaks in the
turbulence intensity proﬁle at x ¼ 0:5D exist above and below the
generator, top-tip and bottom-tip of the turbine, correlated with
high mean local shear (Fig. 6). The turbulence intensity increase
associated with the generator disappears by x ¼ 2D. Although the
background turbulence intensity at the top-tip level is weaker than
that at the bottom-tip (Fig. 2; panels b1 and b2), the turbulence
intensity shows a much greater increase at the top-tip level (Fig. 6).

This is due to a higher incoming velocity encountering the turbine
at the top-tip level and creating a larger shear.
At x ¼ 0:5D, the Reynolds stress proﬁle exhibits two positive
peaks just above the generator and at the top-tip level and two
negative peaks below the generator and at the bottom-tip level
(Fig. 7). Since the ﬁrst point we were able to measure the vertical
velocity was at 15 mm above the bed (see section 2), we were not
able to calculate the Reynolds stress at the bottom-tip (z ¼ 10mm).
However, the negative peak in the near wake Reynolds stress
proﬁle is observed near the bottom-tip level at x ¼ 0:5D and more
clearly at x ¼ 2D. This was observed in previous studies (e.g.
Ref. [38]; Fig. 6 panel b therein [9]; Fig. 12 therein). Positive and
negative values of Reynolds stress imply downward and upward
transfer of momentum respectively. Thus momentum is transferred
towards the center of the wake. This transfer mechanism will lead
the two peaks of turbulence intensity (at tips of the turbine) to
eventually merge at the hub height level (x ¼ 5D in Fig. 6 similar to
[26]; Fig. 9 therein; Myers & Bahaj [22], Fig. 13 therein). This
merging leads to an increase in turbulence intensity (Fig. 6) and
Reynolds shear stress (Fig. 7), accompanied by the wake velocity
acceleration at the hub height level (Fig. 5). Starting at x ¼ 7D,

Fig. 7. Reynold Stress proﬁles of the wake at different locations downstream of the turbine. The height and Reynolds stress values are scaled by the hub height zhub ¼ 0.06 m and by
U 2 hub of the incoming ﬂow.
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Fig. 8. Velocity deﬁcit proﬁles at nine locations downstream of the turbine. Two dashed lines represent the top-tip and bottom-tip levels of the turbine. The dot-dashed line shows
the hub height level.

Fig. 9. Velocity Deﬁcit at the top-tip, hub height, and bottom-tip levels versus the distance downstream of the turbine. Horizontal axis is scaled by the rotor diameter D ¼ 0.1 m. The
dashed lines represent the velocity averaged along the rotor diameter which converge to the same magnitude as the hub-height velocity beyond x ¼ 7D.

downstream of the turbine, the dominant momentum transport is
downward (positive Reynolds stress) because of a more persistent
source of momentum above the turbine. This source of momentum
is the layer of accelerated ﬂuid above the top-tip, which starts
decelerating at x ¼ 7D (Fig. 5) with the shallowest ﬂow decelerating more rapidly. Due to a weaker source of momentum near the
surface available to feed the downward transport of turbulence, the
shallowest ﬂow recovers more rapidly in terms of turbulence intensity (Fig. 6).
On the other hand, bed friction helps both turbulence intensity
and Reynolds stress to keep growing near the bed for all the experiments. At x ¼ 10D, the shallowest ﬂow exhibits an almost
uniform Reynolds stress proﬁle (Fig. 7), beyond which the bed
friction is the dominant transport mechanism. This happens further
downstream for the two deeper ﬂows due to a larger amount of
momentum near the surface above the turbine. At the farthest
downstream measurement location, x ¼ 25D, neither the velocity
nor the turbulence intensity have recovered completely. However,
both proﬁles showed lower gradients compared to the incoming
ﬂow, particularly across the rotor region. This may be beneﬁcial as it
would present a more uniform loading across the rotor of a

potential downstream turbine.
3.4. Velocity deﬁcit and wake recovery
Fig. 8 shows the velocity deﬁcit proﬁles at different locations
downstream of the turbine, where unlike previous wind turbine
studies (e.g. Refs. [9,39] the deﬁcit proﬁle does not exhibit an
axisymmetric Gaussian proﬁle centered at the hub height level at
every location downstream of the turbine. The absence of a symmetric Gaussian proﬁle has also been observed in previous turbine
wake studies (e.g. Ref. [10]; Figs. 7 and 9 therein [40]; Fig. 7d
therein [13]; Fig. 3b therein). The asymmetry of the velocity deﬁcit
proﬁle is primarily due to the proximity of the rotor to the bed and
under shallow enough conditions also the free surface [13,40]. This
feature starts to immerge when the wake has expanded enough to
interact with either of the boundaries [40]. The location of the
maximum deﬁcit moves downward with distance from the turbine
implying that the wake is recovering faster above the hub height.
This is more prominent for the deeper ﬂows and is due to the larger
downward momentum transport near the surface, associated with
higher momentum compared to the near-bed region (Figs. 5 and 7).
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However, further downstream, the location of the maximum velocity deﬁcit shifts towards the surface (observed at x ¼ 10D,
x ¼ 15D and x ¼ 20D for H ¼ 125mm, 145mm and 160mm,
respectively). This shift happens when the bed friction dominates
and starts transferring momentum downward. The result is the
wake recovers faster in the near-bed region while the effect of the
surface layer momentum becomes weaker. This happens at a later
point for a deeper ﬂow because of the larger amount of momentum
above the turbine. This emphasizes the importance of limited ﬂow
depth and proximity of boundaries in changing the pattern of the
wake velocity deﬁcit (e.g. Ref. [41].
In order to further study the wake recovery, we have plotted the
velocity deﬁcit values at the top-tip, hub height, and bottom-tip
levels versus downstream distance from the turbine (Fig. 9). The
plot illustrates there is more rapid recovery for deeper ﬂows. At x ¼
25D downstream of the turbine, the velocity deﬁcit at the hub
height for 125 mm, 145 mm and 160 mm deep experiments are
0.142, 0.128 and 0.107, which corresponds to 85.8%, 87.2% and 89.3%
recovery, respectively. Since the power extracted by a turbine scales
3 , another turbine potentially located at x ¼ 25D downwith Uhub
stream of the turbine in the deepest experiment has 13% more
power available than the shallowest ﬂow and 7% more power
available than the intermediate depth case.
The difference between velocity deﬁcit for the different ﬂow
depths is largest at the top-tip and smallest at the bottom-tip level
(Fig. 9). This suggests that the downward transport of the momentum from the surface is the dominant mechanism for the wake
recovery. The bed friction starts to have an effect after x ¼ 5D where
the wake recovery starts at the bottom-tip level (Fig. 9; bottom
panel). This may be considered the beginning of the far wake where
the velocity deﬁcit proﬁle (Fig. 8) shows one dominant peak [11]. In
the near wake region, the hub height level exhibits the greatest
velocity deﬁcit compared to the top and bottom tips, because of the
existence of the electric generator structure followed by a quick
recovery between x ¼ 3D and x ¼ 7D. Fig. 9 also shows that, at x ¼
25D the bottom-tip level undergoes lower deﬁcit compared to the
hub height and top-tip level. The dashed lines in Fig. 9 represent the
average of the proﬁle of velocity deﬁcit over the diameter of the
rotor which are well represented by hub height particularly in the
far wake region (x > 5D).
The log-log proﬁle of the velocity deﬁcit versus downstream
distance from the turbine rotor in the far wake region (x > 5D) exhibits a linear trend, which may be useful to determine where the
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wake is substantially recovered (Fig. 10). The velocity deﬁcit along
the hub height was chosen to be consistent with the previous work
(e.g. Refs. [24,42]. A power-law may be ﬁt to the data (Fig. 10). The
constants A ¼ 2:534; 2:336; 2:261 and n ¼ 0:9075; 0:9144;
0:9520 in the ﬁtted power-law equation, DU=Uhub ¼ Aðx=DÞn , are
in the range 1 < A < 3 and  1:25 < n <  0:75, respectively, recommended by Vermeer et al. [24] for the far wake region. The loglog regression curves are shown with dashed lines in Fig. 10 where
95% recovery found at  55D, 68D and 75D for the 125 mm, 145 mm
and 160 mm deep experiments, respectively. These recovery location differences are important to consider when designing the
inter-turbine spacing for hydrokinetic turbine arrays. [42]; Fig. 6
therein) also applied a power-law ﬁt to their velocity deﬁcit proﬁle with a milder decay slope (n ¼  0:81) compared to our results,
however the magnitude of the velocity deﬁcit was much lower in
their experiments.
Although the velocity recovers more rapidly for the deepest
ﬂow, it maintains higher levels of turbulence intensity within the
wake compared to the two shallower ﬂows (Fig. 6). This is important since fatigue loading on the turbines correlates with turbulence intensity. However, an incoming ﬂow with higher turbulence
intensity is expected to recover more rapidly [43,26]. This needs
further investigation since the next turbine in a potential turbine
array is exposed to both a higher incoming velocity and turbulence
intensity for a deeper ﬂow. Based on our ﬁndings, these two conditions counteract each other in terms of turbulence intensity
recovery.
For the same inﬂow conditions, as seen just upstream of the
turbine, our results show that deeper ﬂows, which have overall
greater momentum and mean kinetic energy, lead to more rapid
wake recovery. In order to quantify this important characteristic of
the incoming ﬂow as it changes with depth, we integrated the
mean incoming kinetic energy as a function of height (z), over the
total ﬂow depth
z¼H
Z

MKE ¼

U 2 dz:

(5)

z¼0

Equation (5) represents a measure of the available mean streamwise kinetic energy. The values for this parameter are presented in
Table 1 which is a measure of mean stream-wise kinetic energy
available for the wake re-energizing. A higher value of MKE results

Fig. 10. The log-log plot of the hub height velocity deﬁcit in the far wake region as a function of downstream distance from the turbine rotor. The best power law ﬁts are shown with
the dashed lines.
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Table 3
Important parameters in the wake recovery of a single in-stream turbine. The velocity deﬁcit at x ¼ 10D is presented as a measure of wake recovery to compare different
experiments.

Experiment 1
Experiment 2
Experiment 3
Bahaj et al. [15] Exp 1
Bahaj et al. [15] Exp 2
Mycek et al. [26] Exp1
Mycek et al. [26] Exp 2
Stallard et al. [13]

U hub ðms1 )

I hub ð%Þ

CT

D ðmÞ

H ðmÞ

zhub ðmÞ

H
zhub

H
D

DU
U hub

0.45
0.45
0.45
0.25
0.25
0.8
0.83
0.46

7.1
7.3
7.3
6
6
3
15
12

0.835
0.838
0.843
0.86
0.86
0.81
0.78
0.88

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.7
0.7
0.27

0.125
0.145
0.16
0.3
0.3
2
2
0.45

0.06
0.06
0.06
0.15
0.1
1
1
0.225

2.08
2.42
2.67
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

1.25
1.45
1.60
3.00
3.00
2.86
2.86
1.67

29
27
24
15
20
25
5
15

in a more rapid wake recovery in terms of mean stream-wise velocity. Our results are compared with previous work in Table 3,
2 D and represents
where H=D is a measure of MKE scaled by Uhub
total available mean kinetic energy divided by the kinetic energy
available upstream of the turbine. The higher this value, the more
energy there is available for the recovery of the wake. It should be
noted that in Table 3, we are only comparing the velocity deﬁcit
values at x ¼ 10D due to the availability of previous data. In addition, the far wake velocity deﬁcit has been shown to be independent of CT for 0:61 < CT < 0:94, beyond 10D downstream of the
turbine [22]. All the available CT values on Table 3 lie within that
range and thus the effect of CT on the compared velocity deﬁcit
values can be assumed to be insigniﬁcant.
The work of [26] concluded that increasing turbulence intensity
will lead to decrease of the velocity deﬁcit, i.e. more rapid wake
recovery (Table 3; their Exp 1 versus their Exp 2). Also Bahaj et al.
[15] showed that the closer the turbine is to the bottom boundary
relative to the total ﬂow depth (larger H=zhub ), the higher the velocity deﬁcit (Table 3; their Exp 1 versus their Exp 2). Hence, the
turbine in the experiment of Bahaj et al. [15] (Their Exp 2 in
Table 3), which is closer to bed (H=zhub ¼ 3Þ and has lower turbulence intensity compared to the experiments of the present study
would be expected to have a higher velocity deﬁcit at x ¼ 10D.
However, this is not the case and this may be due to the larger value
of H=D, which is related to the amount of energy density available
for the turbine wake to recover. The same trend and explanation
applies when comparing the results of Bahaj et al. [15] Exp 1 with
that of Stallard et al. [13]. Future research should systematically
consider a wider range of the parameters as presented in Table 3 to
determine the limits on the observations reported above.
4. Conclusions
We conducted the ﬁrst experimental study on the effects of a
change in ﬂow depth on the wake of a horizontal axis hydrokinetic
turbine for a ﬁxed turbine hub height and inﬂow conditions. Based
on our results, averaging velocity along the rotor upstream and
downstream of the turbine provides a good estimate of the induction factor as well as the thrust coefﬁcient in non-uniform ﬂow,
which is conﬁrmation of momentum theory. Matching the
incoming ﬂow velocity and turbulence intensity, our results show
that the wake in a deeper ﬂow, which has greater incoming ﬂow
mean kinetic energy, will recover more rapidly in terms of mean
velocity and slower in terms of turbulence intensity. This can be
related to the ratio of the total depth to the turbine diameter. For a
deeper ﬂow, at any distance downstream of the ﬁrst turbine there is
more energy and greater turbulence intensity for the next turbine
in a potential turbine array. This is beneﬁcial for the next turbine in
terms of available energy, however detrimental in terms of fatigue
loading. Further work is needed to develop relationships for how
H=D and H=zhub relate to the wake recovery for varying ﬂow depth

ð%Þ

by systematically considering a range of these parameters. This
work will also be extended to consider the effects of a change in
ﬂow depth on the performance and hydrodynamics of turbine
arrays.
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